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ABSTRACT
We develop RecSim NG, a probabilistic platform that supports nat-

ural, concise specification and learning of models for multi-agent

recommender systems simulation. RecSim NG is a scalable, modular,

differentiable simulator implemented in Edward2 and TensorFlow.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen increased emphasis, both in research and in

practice, on recommender systems (RSs) that are capable of sophis-

ticated interaction with users, beyond simply presenting items and

passively observing immediate user reactions (clicks, consumption,

ratings, purchase, etc.). This includes systems capable of exploring

user interests [8, 16], optimizing engagement over multi-step hori-

zons [7, 11, 13, 21, 27], or engaging in natural language dialogue

[9, 23]. Such RSs cannot generally be trained using static data sets
since assessing the effect of counterfactual actions on user behavior

is crucial. Moreover, once we model non-myopic user behavior, the

interaction between content consumers and content providers takes

on added importance in predicting RS performance. Indeed, almost

every practical RS embodies a complex, multi-agent ecosystem. This

amplifies the need for RS methods to capture long-term behavior

of and among participants, as well as RS models that capture these

(potentially strategic) interactions.

To facilitate the development and study of RS methods in such

complex environments, we develop RecSim NG, a configurable plat-

form for both authoring and learning RS simulation environments.
Effective simulation can be used to evaluate existing RS policies, or

generate data to train new policies (in either a tightly coupled online

fashion, or in batchmode). Just as simulation has greatly accelerated

progress in reinforcement learning (RL) research [2, 4, 5], RecSim

NG can support advances in long-horizon and ecosystem-aware

RSs. Broadly, RecSim NG provides a probabilistic programming

framework that allows the natural specification of user and cre-

ator behavior/dynamics within RS ecosystems, the ability to learn

the parameters of such models from data, and supports a number

of probabilistic inference techniques (beyond Monte Carlo (MC)

simulation) for evaluating RS algorithms.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3383313.3411527
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2 KEY GOALS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
We briefly outline the main aims and benefits of RecSim NG.

User state dynamics. Models of user (and provider) behavior

over interaction sequences must reflect user state evolution. RecSim
NG builds on the probabilistic programming language Edward2

[25] to specify common design patterns for user state and behavior

(e.g., user preferences, satisfaction, choice/consumption behavior).

RecSim NG emphasizes causal, generative models of user behavior

and utility (e.g., user state, choice, & response/engagement models;

user-state transition dynamics). These models are specified as a

composable set of dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) [10, 15] orga-

nized in an object-oriented fashion [19] using three main concepts

(or EBSs): entities (e.g., users, recommenders), behaviors (e.g., state
transitions, choice models) and stories (e.g., user-system interaction

details).

Latent state models. User models should reflect latent or unob-
servable user state. To support effective (long-term) recommenda-

tion, RSs must often engage in latent-state estimation, given various

observable behaviors, to build internal models of (say): user prefer-

ences; user psychological state (e.g., satisfaction, frustration); and

other exogenous environmental factors (e.g., user context such as

activity). RecSim NG allows the flexible specification of observables

so that practitioners can test the state estimation capabilities of

different model architectures.

General probabilistic inference. Behavior models require flex-

ibility in their structure and inference capabilities. For example, in

psychometric models of user choice, structural priors and biases are

often easy to specify, while precise parameterization is not. RecSim

NG supports this flexibility, allowing one to impose model structure

while learning model parameters (and structure if desired) from

data. Because realistic models have latent factors, model learning

requires sophisticated probabilistic inference, beyond the usual MC

rollouts employed by other simulation environments. RecSim NG

supports latent variable inference, including several MCMC and

variational methods.

Ecosystem modeling. Capturing ecosystem effects is important

to model long-term RS outcomes. This includes: incentives of agents

that drive behavior; variable observability criteria for pairs/groups

of agents; and the interaction between agents as mediated by the RS.

The use of EBSs allows the natural specification of the interaction

between agents in the system, while making it easy to uncover

any independence that exists. Moreover, scalability is critical, espe-

cially in RSs with large populations. RecSim NG provides scalable

TensorFlow-based execution to support several forms of posterior

inference beyond standard MC rollouts.

We primarily view simulation as a tool to explore, evaluate, and

compare different RS models, algorithms, and strategies. While the

so-called “sim2real” perspective is valuable, we have largely used

RecSim NG for simulations that reflect particular phenomena of

interest to allow the controlled evaluation of RS methods at suitable

levels of abstraction. RecSim NG should be equally valuable to

researchers (e.g., as an aid to reproducibility and model sharing) and

practitioners (e.g., to support rapidmodel refinement and evaluation

prior to training in a live system).

RecSim NG is fully described in forthcoming white paper [18].

We demonstrate one simple use case below (for others, see, e.g.,

[3, 17]). RecSim NG is a significant extension of RecSim, an earlier

platformwith some of the same goals.
1
RecSim NG differs from Rec-

Sim in its flexibility, generality and ease of use (object-orientation,

probabilistic programming); functionality (e.g., inference, ecosys-

tem support); and scalability (TF-based execution, vectorized com-

putation and GPU/TPU acceleration). RecSim NG will be released

open-source prior to RecSys-2020 on GitHub and as a PyPI package,

like RecSim. Researchers can download the code (and use tutorials)

to create their own simulations.

RecSim NG bears some connection in form and motivation to

other simulation platforms for RSs [20, 22, 26], RL [2, 5, 12, 24] and

user ecosystem models [1, 28]. We elaborate on differences in the

corresponding white paper [18],

3 DEMONSTRATION OF RECOMMENDER
ECOSYSTEM DYNAMICS

We demonstrate the use of RecSim NG using a stylized ecosystem

model that demonstrates the interaction between a large popu-

lation of users and content providers as mediated by a content

recommender system. The demo video can be found at https://bit.

ly/30cb43P. A rough outline of the model is as follows (see details

of a related model in [17]):

• Each content provider is represented by a “topicality” point

in an embedding or topic space S ⊆ Rd reflecting the type of

content offered by that provider. Each item lies in S . Providers
generate random content at each round of engagement with

the RS, drawn from a Gaussian centered at their topicality

point. Provider state reflects the (past-discounted) cumula-

tive user engagement with their items. This captures their

incentive to participate in the RS ecosystem—lower engage-

ment reduces (stochastically) the number of items offered at

any round.

• Each user is characterized by two latent variables. A interest
vector u in topic space S represents her general interests for

content, and her reward for consuming an item i is inversely
proportional to i’s Euclidean distance to u. A satisfaction

score reflects her past-discounted cumulative reward for

items consumed. When a slate of items is recommended,

the user selects an item using a multinomial logit choice

model (w.r.t. item reward). User interest vectors are drawn

at random using the following community model. Each user

is associated with one content provider. The probability a

provider is chosen for a given user is proportional to the

distance of the provider’s topicality point from the center of

the topic space S . This emulates a niche vs. mainstream con-

tent divide, with topics closer to the center considered more

mainstream. Once her community is sampled, the user’s in-

terest vector u is sampled from a unit-variance Gaussian

centered on that provider’s topicality vector.

• At each round, each provider randomly offers content to

the RS: providers with more (recency-weighted) user en-

gagement have greater probability of generating more items.

From the available content at each round, the RS uses some

strategy (see below) to recommend a slate of k items to a

1
RecSim is available (open-source) at github.com/google-research/recsim and is

detailed in [14].

https://bit.ly/30cb43P
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user, from which the user selects using the choice model

above. The RS cannot observe the latent state of any user

(but it is is free to estimate it); but it can directly track each

provider’s engagement.

Our demonstration illustrates how to use RecSim NG to: (a)

concisely and naturally specify the environment (users, providers,

and their state and behaviors) using entities, behaviors and stories;

(b) evaluate the performance of different RS policies using simu-

lation; and (c) accomplish the latter effectively using distributed

TensorFlow-based computation and the probabilistic independence

identified by Edward2.

We evaluate two distinct RS policies. The first is a standard

myopic policy used by traditional RSs: it matches a user to content

that best matches her estimated interests. While this policy updates

its estimate of a user’s interest given her observed response, it

does not explicitly explore to learn these interests. More critically,

this policy in unaware of provider incentives—even if a provider

is likely to reduce the amount of content it offers, the policy does

not anticipate the effect this might have on future user satisfaction.

In particular, providers of “niche” content—content that appeals to

a small number of users—are likely to effectively drop out of the

system, reducing the overall utility the RS provides to its audience

by driving these users to more “mainstream” providers (from which

niche user derive lower utility). Such “rich-get-richer” dynamics

can explain various power-law phenomena in RSs [6].

The second RS strategy is a provider-aware policy that matches

content to user “requests” in a way that explicitly accounts for the

potential withdrawal of providers and the impact this can have on
long-term user satisfaction. This policy matches users to a slightly

more diverse set of providers, which keeps more providers engaged

with the RS. The resulting increased viability of niche providers over

long horizons generates greater population-level user satisfaction.
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